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“You have certain values that you were taught while being at MJKO. It leaves an imprint that 
you take with you. It doesn’t matter where you go – you spread it without actually really trying to 

– it just comes naturally. So, I definitely consider myself a community champion because if 
there’s anyway, that I can help out in an event or [help] a person or group, I love to do it. I love 

helping people and that’s something I learned at MJKO.“ Participant
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The only word that comes to my mind, as we wrap up 2020, is: THANKFUL.

On March 16, 2020, MJKO was forced to lock the Champion Center doors and transition 
to providing online programming from our personal residences.

There were texts, DM’s and emails from our athletes wanting to know when we were 
reopening started to pile up. With no answer in sight, we continued as best as we could,
running boxing classes, karaoke, trivia nights, youth cooking classes and Feel-Good 
Fridays!

We were winging it. Literally, putting one foot in front of the other. We had no idea how to 
be virtual boxing coaches.

Even with a grant received from the Kiwanis Foundation to support our online classes, 
we were running out of money. Classes online had been well attended but money was 
getting tight. I was worried that maybe MJKO was down for the count, but then Dr. Cathy 
van Ingen, the Founder of Shape Your Life Boxing, approached MJKO about a 
partnership. This was the best news ever especially after being declined for Ontario 
Trillium Foundation (OTF) funding, for the federal anti-racism grants and many other 
small grants. 

In July, MJKO and Shape Your Life Youth signed a partnership agreement providing 
salary funding for all MJKO staff, (but not my salary) and allowed MJKO to continue 
online programming until July 2021.

For all those boxing fans, we were saved by the bell!

A MESSAGE FROM MIRANDA
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Running virtual classes has been an adjustment, let me tell you. Coaches, instructors, 
performers thrive when they can feel the energy of the room. When you can see the 
smiling faces of your audience, and when you can feel the pure excitement of sharing 
your gift with others, it’s the best feeling in the world.

But that excitement, that positive energy doesn’t resonate in the online medium.
Since the start of the pandemic, we have completed over 600 online classes and that 
feeling of emptiness, of incompleteness, still hasn’t gone away.

Coaching online is just not the same. Creating a sense of belonging and a safe space 
online is really hard. Our team, is still trying to understand how to improve the online 
experience for our athletes and coaches.

The changes required by the government and Public Health departments for COVID 
have been fast and furious, making planning a pipe dream.

2020 has pushed us all into the virtual world without any planning. 

Then, in the fall, we got a donation from the Toronto Foundation and the Canada 
Emergency support fund. These grants allowed us to start a weekly emergency food 
program for our families with our food partner, Second Harvest.

Without these two grants, 100 families would be looking for food options. I am beyond 
grateful.
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Coming into the final days of 2020, another Ontario Trillium Foundation grant was 
declined; we were eliminated from the second round of the Canada Emergency 
Response fund and the cherry on top was that the MJKO vehicle died, twice.

Our 2010 Explorer died on the highway and, needed to be towed and fixed. Then, the 
very next day it died again on a side street.

Despite all of these challenges, I am grateful.

I have had to circle back to what has kept MJKO and I bobbing and weaving since the 
very beginning when I was an injured athlete.

We have to show up. I have to show up for myself, for my family, my staff, for all 
my kids, for my donors and for my MJKO community. I have to accept that 2020 
was a hard year; a year like no other.

I was going through a hard time personally and professionally; I was fighting to keep 
MJKO moving during a global pandemic, when so many businesses and charities were 
closing. Pure girt and the refusal to accept defeat have been what’s keeping the doors 
open. We, as a MJKO community, have worked too hard and gave up too much to see 
MJKO go down in flames.

I have a community behind MJKO. I am grateful. This year, so many people helped pull 
us through.

To Barb and Peter Halsall, the Graham Burton Foundation, the Robert Kerr Foundation, 
the J.P. Bickell Foundation, Geoffrey B Scott, the Meridian Credit Union (Shaw & King), 
the Best Buy Leaside (Shaara Satoskar), Brown-Nusbaum Family, Kevin Burke Family 
Foundation and the Gerry Egan's Children's Charity, we say thank you.
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Corporate donations from Rosenswig McRae Thorpe LLP (RMT) were way up thanks to 
Sylvia Wong's dedication to fundraising for us.

Our MJKO families have chipped in by giving their time as volunteers and donating their 
money. Before the lockdown, it was our young athletes volunteering to pack and deliver 
groceries to the South Parkdale community.

My heart is so full, and I am beyond proud of all the families who make up our MJKO 
squad. MJKO has been built with the help of the community and we have survived 2020 
because of that same community.

Wishing you all the very best in 2021.

Lots of love, 

Miranda Kamal

MJKO Girls Group at RMT with Sylvia for career exposure day.  
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MJKO is a South Parkdale-based charity that uses leadership training to promote 
positive, healthy lifestyle choices for children and youth. With certified coaches, MJKO 
builds Community Champions by focusing on the needs of the whole person through 
non-contact boxing, which includes physical training (skipping, shadow boxing, defensive 
moves) and mental skills training (visualization and meditation). Our programs allow 
students to develop an appreciation for physical fitness, inclusive communities, 
mindfulness, healthy eating and volunteerism.

OUR VISION 

7OUR HIERARCHY OF NEEDS
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MJKO uses the sport of boxing to create social change in communities affected by 
systemic barriers such as poverty, racism, housing and food insecurity and violence. 

We do this through a three-pronged approach: 

1. We teach the sport of boxing as a tool for coping with trauma, aggression, 
depression and grief in safe and encouraging environments; 

2. We provide access to nutritious food every day. This is done in partnership with 
Second Harvest,

3. We offer opportunities for certifications, mentorship and paid summer 
employment. 

HOW DOES MJKO USE THE SPORT OF BOXING TO 
DEVELOP YOUNG PEOPLE & COMMUNITIES? 
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2020 started off with a bang, as MJKO got word that one of our Board Members, Randy 
Phipps arranged for 30 athletes to attend the Barack Obama luncheon on January 23, 
2020, at the Toronto Metro Convention Centre.  

Who would have thought that a couple kids from the MJKO family would have the 
incredible opportunity to be in the same room as Former President, Barack Obama and to 
listen to him speak live, about the global economy and be around execs from the financial 
and entertainment industry. When hearing about this opportunity, the MJKO youth along 
with other community members were shocked and did not really believe that MJKO was 
invited to see President Barack Obama LIVE!

After repeating, “Yes, Obama, live, in person!” many times, reality began to sink in.
For some, it was a dream come true; for others, it seemed as though it was the parents 
who were overly excited about the event rather than their kids. Some of our youth began to 
get nervous about what to wear, how to act, what questions they should prepare for Mr. 
Obama. Some were just happy to be among the selected few.

This one event changed the views of our athletes almost instantly! Hearing the first 
Black President speak allowed them to see a life outside of systemic barriers. A life 
outside of South Parkdale. They now viewed themselves, and the world in a new 
way.

MJKO ATHLETES INVITED TO: FUTURE SKILLS A 
CONVERSATION WITH PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA

Trey(L) the youth in all black is  
MJKO youth leader alumni.
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AGAINST GUN VIOLENCE 
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Miranda invited me (MJKO Coach, Jimmy Zhang), along with Safia (another MJKO 
Coach), to go to Jamaica with her to help with the launch of the Montego Bay boxing 
gym and the Gloves Over Guns program. Seeing the Jamaican community, Jamaica 
Boxing Board of Control (JBBC), politicians, news outlets and local community members 
come together, I knew this isn’t just a boxing club, it’s the start of something great.

A brand-new facility, with lots of punching bags, a ring, boxing gloves and community 
support led to a successful launch. This club and program will serve the Montego Bay 
community well for years to come. The JBBC enlisted the help of Miranda Kamal, our 
Head Coach and MJKO founder to help steer them in the right direction. Their goal with 
the Montego Bay Boxing club and Gloves Over Guns program is to curb violence and 
encourage youth to become physically active, build friendship and mentorship, empower 
them to become good community members. Along with boxing training, the Gloves Over 
Guns initiative aims to provide counselling and mentorship sessions to the participants. 
MJKO is already running programs in Toronto, Canada that fits exactly what the JBBC is 
trying to do; it just made sense for us to partner with them and help. 
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There were about 35 youth at the event and although some were shy, they were all 
excited to try boxing for the first time. MJKO ran a brief boxing intro class for the youth 
in attendance after the opening ceremony. Many came with no friends but after the 
event gained many friends, including the coaches of MJKO. The youth transformed 
over the hectic 60 minutes. Before the class started most of the children kept to 
themselves. After the boxing class, everyone was chatting, smiling and looking forward 
to coming back and boxing some more.

It was clear to me that this one day, this one boxing class made a difference. Although it 
was a very brief meeting with the youth, I wish I could have done more, given 
more. We learned that more than half of the participants lived in a group home. Some 
shared that they were not accustom to this type of random acts of kindness.
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In the evening, the JBBC had a live boxing show, Panama vs Jamaica located on the 
basketball court. The stands were filled with spectators from the Montego Bay 
community, including some of the youth we met earlier at the launch. It rained on and off 
during the show, but the spectators were not phased at all. They loved watching boxing 
and we proud of the hope created with this new gym. I think boxing will be a very popular 
sport in Jamaica again one day soon.
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Growing grass-roots boxing is where it starts. Building Community Champions in and 
out of the ring is where it starts. This experience is something I will never forget. It’s an 
amazing initiative.

I met so many amazing young people along with amazing people who are making 
boxing possible in Jamaica. I’m thankful to have been apart of the Gloves Over Guns 
initiative and the launch of the gym.

I am so proud and honoured to have been involved with the launch of the Gloves Over 
Guns initiative. Going to Jamaica with the intention of doing good, giving back to the 
community and coaching kids from Montego Bay was very exciting! I had no idea what 
to expect and how the program was going to play out. One thing I knew for sure though 
was that we would deliver a great program and I was looking forward to meeting some 
amazing kids!
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Upon arriving at the gym in Montego Bay, all I could think about was “when do the kids 
get here?” One by one, as the kids began to arrive, excitement filled the air and the kids 
were so eager to box. We had the opportunity to meet some amazing kids who were 
very outspoken, polite and pumped to get started. Some kids came from a children’s 
home, some with their parents and a few came alone after word got around in their 
community about the opening of the boxing gym.
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Due to the logistics of the event, the class was a little bumpy as there were lots of 
guests just standing around, tables and chairs were all over the gym, and the space 
was not ready for the boxing class to begin. We still found a way to make it happen and 
got the kids up and moving. Starting off with a quick warm up and learning the basic 
punches, the kids were fast learners, and we could tell how much they were enjoying 
the boxing.

After just a few minutes of the program starting, I noticed the smiles on the faces of 
these kids and the joy in their voices. This made me realize that kids are the same 
everywhere in the world and boxing can still make a difference wherever you are. I 
connected with a 12-year-old boy named Damian. From the moment he stepped into 
the gym I could tell this kid had something special. He was so kind, ready to learn, had 
such a big heart and was so helpful with the younger children! Damian was very 
articulate and when he was asked, why do you think the Gloves over Guns Initiative is 
important to have in Montego Bay?
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His response blew me away, 

“There is a lot of gun violence in Montego Bay and instead of picking up a gun for 
protection we can just use these (boxing gloves).”

The violence in Jamaica is terrible and it's hard to take in the fact that the youth are so 
affected and involved not by choice, but because of circumstance.

That did not sit right with me.
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Through my conversations with some of the kids, I learned that many of the kids 
were living tough lives and lived through some traumatic experiences. We made sure 
that we would make the class all about the kids, all about fun and learning. I wanted 
to make sure that the limited time they had with us would be an experience they 
would never forget! I am so happy that I got to share my love for boxing with these 
kids. I made sure they knew that they were cared about by the MJKO family. I was 
able to leave knowing that boxing began to give these kids a sense of safety and 
after one class with us, boxing already began to improve their confidence.

We always want the youth who touch MJKO to feel happy and strong. That is what 
we promote in our boxing programs. We are a family united by sport. Being able to 
teach the kids more than just basic boxing and connect with them while building trust 
means everything to me.

14

My experience in Jamaica was nothing like I ever experienced before. The culture, the 
people/kids, just everything about it was beyond amazing. Being able to do what I 
love, in a new country, with new kids and succeeding at our goal of building 
Community Champions was priceless. I am looking forward to returning to Montego 
Bay and continuing to work with the Gloves Over Guns initiative with the hopes of 
connecting and coaching more kids in Jamaica.

Written by: Coach Jimmy Zhang 
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Program Description:  MJKO’s Champion Centre 
Snack program helps tackle food insecurity in South 
Parkdale by offering healthy snacks to all participants 
in our programs. 

Due to COVID-19, we were forced to stop all in-
person programs including our daily snack program. 
Our team continued to provide programming online 
while utilizing our modest resources to continue to 
pay our rent and staff who are experiencing a high 
level of burnout under the current restrictions. Even 
partially shutting down our charity resulted in further 
food insecurity.

On June 6, 2020, with the support of the Robert Kerr 
Foundation and Second Harvest, we started an 
Emergency Saturday Grocery program. This program 
allowed us to provide, at a minimum, one full brown 
paper bag of groceries and two precooked meals to 
100 families each week (50 children and 50 seniors 
facing mobility and health related barriers).

Outcome: For the period of September 2019 to 
August 31, 2020 we distributed 27,029 lbs of food
equalling approximately $80,000. We are just shy of 
tripling our goal of 10,000 lbs over a 12-month 
period.

Feedback: One mom of two children shared that if it 
wasn’t for MJKO her kids would be going hungry.

THE ROBERT KERR FOUNDATION  

“I had to install locks on the fridge and cupboards to make our food last until we can 
come to MJKO each Saturday. I don’t want to do this, but the kids are home and eating 
because they are bored, not understanding, once the food runs out, they will be hungry.”
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THE IMPACT  
This funding has allowed us to provide the supplies, staff, 
and necessary food handling certifications needed for our 
daily snack program from September 2019 until March 16, 
2020. For the period of March 16, 2020 until August 31, 
2020 it has allowed us to keep our support staff employed 
part-time while creating an Emergency Grocery Program 
which is currently serving 100 families during this global 
pandemic.

The bulk of this funding went towards paying a past MJKO 
student who is on the Autism spectrum for snack 
preparations.  Having Asperger Syndrome has made 
finding work for this 24-year-old challenging.  This funding 
has helped remove that barrier for this long term MJKO 
athlete and now employee. 

This food program was run in part by MJKO youth 
participants and community volunteers. It has been so 
rewarding to see the social capital of the community grow 
during a time of crisis. The kids love doing the grocery 
deliveries to the seniors, and the seniors love the social 
aspect of the delivery. Often times that 5-minute social 
interaction is the only one they have had all week. It 
doesn’t hurt that some of the seniors have started tipping 
with chocolate bars!

Many MJKO seniors have passed away since we started 
the emergency program, but before they did, many shared 
how happy seeing the kids made them. I am proud and 
thankful that we were able to make some positive impact 
on the lives of these individuals before they passed.

A sincere thank you for the compassion and flexibility that 
the Robert Kerr Foundation showed MJKO during the 
pandemic. We couldn’t have done it without you.
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We serve vulnerable youth. Collectively, we needed to find ways to help youth, 
reduce stress and stay connected during mandated “stay at home” times in 2020. 
Kiwanis funding helped do that.  Their support paid for sixty boxing classes and thirty 
social programs during the month of June 2020. 

The $5,000 was used to help pay for certified coaching staff and it allowed us to show 
case our ability to run barrier free, boxing classes online, in a safe and caring way. 
These classes, financed by the Kiwanis lead to a 1-year partnership with Brock 
University, Public Health Canada, and in partnership with Shape Your Life.  MJKO 
was hired to design, run and collect research data for trauma informed online boxing 
programs until July 2021 

The Kiwanis grant was more than just money.  It created a positive chain reaction that 
has allowed MJKO to keep all my team members employed and coaching until at 
least July 2021. We have over 300 youth working out with us weekly across Canada. 

We are so grateful to all the people who support Kiwanis.

KIWANIS GRANT HELPS US SECURE 
OVER $100,000 IN FUNDING 

June 2020
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The Shape Your Life Youth Intervention is a trauma and violence 
informed, non-contact boxing program supporting the mental and 
physical health of youth aged 13-18 years who have experienced family 
violence. 

The goal of this intervention is improvements in physical and mental 
health and quality of life of the participants. Dr. Cathy van Ingen, a 
professor at Brock University, provided trauma informed coaching 
protocols for MJKO's team of certified coaches. Since the program has 
started, Shape Your Life and MJKO Boxing have provided over 600 
classes to youth online via different media channels.
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TRAUMA INFORMED ONLINE BOXING CLASSES



PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES DURING COVID IN PARTNERSHIP 
WITH SHAPE YOUR LIFE, BROCK UNIVERSITY & PUBLIC 
HEALTH CANADA  
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I am so proud of how our team and our participants have adapted to the provincial and 
municipal guidelines, however like so many not-for-profits organizations, our operation 
(a lifeline for so many children) is being threatened by a lack of financial security and 
extended lockdowns.  We worked fast to pivot and meet the needs of children, youth 
and our community since the COVID-19 pandemic measures forced us to close our 
physical doors.

The lockdowns required us to move all programming out of the gymnasium to an online 
platform. Despite the challenge, we are pleased to report that we have delivered over 
600 boxing classes that allow youth participants to ensure exercise is part of their new 
pandemic daily routine. 
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• Daily live exercise and boxing technique 
classes delivered by certified coaches and a 
youth “assistant coach” who is provided with 
a $10 stipend to create and deliver a portion 
of the workout with the head coach

• A six-week at home beginner boxing series 
which young people can access on their 
own schedule. These classes have 
encouraged our participants to form routines 
that positively impact their physical and 
mental health.

• Weekly boxing programs for children living 
outside their primary guardians home in 
partnership with Pathstone Mental Health 
and Mountain Plains Mental Health in 
Edmonton

• Weekly boxing programs for teens working 
with Pathstones to improve their mental 
health

• Weekly boxing programs for over 300 
Toronto District School Board students

• Daily social classes focused on creating 
opportunities for youth to connect and laugh 
during the pandemic like karaoke,  trivia 
nights and a youth cooking channel.

20

Some of the classes that have been operated on multiple social media platforms 
include:
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COACHING WITH IBRAHIM KAMAL DURING COVID  
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Teaching boxing classes virtually has been 
quite challenging and to an extent I did not feel 
like I am truly coaching athletes. Don’t get me 
wrong, lots of great successes have come 
from virtual classes. Many of our athletes 
gained confidence, overcame emotional 
barriers and pushed themselves to stay active. 
But others, like those in the Roma community 
(who are some of the most talented athletes) 
have dropped out of school, gained weight, 
and lost hope. They have been left behind in 
this global crisis. The routine and the 
consistency found in the gym for these young 
athletes to maintain proper mental health, has 
just not transferred to the virtual world.

For the athletes who soared during mandated 
lockdowns, I have witnessed them grow in 
terms of being able to lead a workout, have a 
commanding presence and voice. Knowing 
how to plan a practise, picking appropriate 
exercises for a boxing workout and how to 
provide encouragement, are just a few of 
things our online youth learned since March 
2020. It’s truly pleasing and inspiring seeing 
these athletes develop and become 
Community Champions.

We have had a consistent group of online 
athletes. The consistent group tune in every 
week, multiple times a day; to either say hello, 
workout or play during a social class. This 
seems great and yes it definitely is, however 
pre-COVID, MJKO was seeing 200 plus kids 
weekly in person.
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AS THE WEEKS AND MONTHS ROLL ON… 
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The Hungarian (Roma) athletes have fallen off the grid 
completely. Who knows, perhaps the constant lockdowns have 
shunned them from being engaged socially or maybe they are 
struggling to gain access to the internet. I worry about them, and 
their mental well-being. You always hear that “boredom and not 
being able to expend one’s energy, leads to trouble”. I know, I 
agree, and can relate to this. Boxing kept me engaged, out of 
trouble and focused during my own teen years. Growing up in 
Libya under communism, returning to Toronto, and living in public 
housing, I needed sport to keep me safe and engaged.  I don’t 
know where I would be without boxing in my adolescent years.

As the weeks and months rolled on, I began to think about us 
reopening and how that would look like, not from a PPE, social 
distance standpoint, but from a Coach’s view. With our consistent 
group of athletes taking our virtual classes, they are becoming 
technically sound and are a lot further along in terms of boxing 
knowledge than our athletes who have not joined in any classes 
for over a year. 

It will be difficult to keep the athletes who have progressed 
engaged, if they are grouped with another group of athletes who 
are behind. Balancing the level of ability, demand for programs 
and lack of staff to run the programs is a stressful thought.  Many 
will advise: just have two separate classes. We can do that but 
the consistent group of kids are under 12 years of age, and for 
them to attend a later class (an advanced class) would be too 
late in day. Ideally, we would have two separate classes going on 
at the same time, one for beginners and another for advanced, 
unfortunately we are understaffed, and we have no funding to 
supplement hiring of any extra staff. We have many great 
volunteers, but not all of them are “certified coaches”, and none 
of them can be at the boxing club when we need them, which is 
3:30PM.
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CHEERLEADING!  
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I miss the days of walking down the steps into the gym and hearing the kids laughing, or 
the rhythm of gloves hitting the heavy bag. I miss the one-on-one interaction where I can 
show the athletes what can be improved with technique and commend them personally, 
on a well-executed maneuver.

Sometimes, while teaching virtually, I feel as though I am a cheerleader, encouraging the 
athletes, but the truth is, these athletes have developed into boxers in the true definition 
of the word. They need to return to the boxing club, put on the gloves and hit the heavy 
bag to try out their new learned technique. There is only so much one can develop in a 
virtual world.

I am grateful that MJKO has such amazing support throughout the community, the 
athlete’s parents are helpful, and we have very supportive donors. I wish for things to 
return to normal.  I wish to see athletes at the gym, gaining self-confidence and meeting 
new and old friends. I miss boxing tournaments, officiating, March Break and summer 
camp. I miss our Hungarian (Roma) family members and all our athletes. 

Former 4X UFC Heavyweight Champion, Stipe Miocic and Toronto's own 
Misha Cirkunov at the MJKO Champion Centre.
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MY 2020 YEAR IN REVIEW BY COACH JIMMY ZHANG 
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PRE-COVID 
2020 started off “normal”, MJKO was running boxing programming afterschool 
along with our afterschool pick-up program. We had a consistent schedule that all 
the youth were used to and had everything in order.

We had healthy snacks coming in from Second Harvest, afterschool pick-up 
program being run by MJKO staff, and several volunteer coaches that helped out 
throughout the week. In early March, we had Glory Magazine come do a photoshoot 
featuring Miranda Kamal & MJKO.

All the youth love being in front of the camera, and we are thankful for the exposure

PHOTO CREDIT: GLORY MAGAZINE, JALANI MORGAN
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A GLOBAL PANDEMIC  
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Early-mid March, just before March break camp, MJKO was forced to close due to 
concerns over COVID-19.

MJKO knew we had to transition online in order to fulfill our mission as a registered 
charity. There were a lot of factors to consider and a lot of things to figure out. We 
decided, as a team, to livestream workouts to Instagram (IG) & Facebook (FB) and post 
the recorded footage to YouTube afterwards.

During this time, MJKO also transitioned our email service provider from a paid service 
with Go Daddy to a free offer though Microsoft’s grant program to cut back on costs. We, 
also, set up a non-profit Google Ads account to run free text ads through google.

Throughout this entire time, our leader, Miranda Kamal had been looking for funding 
since MJKO has been running without core government funding since 2019.
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MJKO PARTNERS WITH SHAPE YOUR LIFE (SYL)
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In early 2020, when COVID and its restrictions began, MJKO like 
most of the world’s population expected a quick return to normal.  
During the first months of the pandemic shut down, MJKO was 
running classes smoothly. Our live online workouts included MJKO 
youth that joined via Instagram Live as assistant coaches. But MJKO 
wanted, no, needed to do more than just run online boxing classes, 
so the decision was made that, in partnership with Second Harvest, 
we would run a weekly (Saturdays) healthy food redistribution 
program.  

Also, during this period, MJKO was talking with Shape Your Life 
Boxing (SYL) and Brock University about a partnership. This allowed 
MJKO to keep running our trauma-informed boxing classes online 
and to reach out to youth across Canada.  

From March 2020, onwards, Canada has been dealing with 
lockdowns, openings, closing, PPE and everything in between. 
Although we have had to work from home, we have had the 
opportunity to share our love of boxing with new participants from 
across Canada. 

We have private classes with organizations from St. Catherine's, 
Edmonton and the TDSB, all while maintaining our online presence 
offering free accessible home boxing workouts.

In late September, we had an employee turnover. We are sad to 
share that Safia Ali is no longer with MJKO. She has helped grow 
MJKO for the past number of years and we thank her for her years 
of commitment. In light of this news, MJKO needed to quickly find 
someone to cover Safia’s position. Miranda sought out former MJKO 
student, volunteer and past staff member, Anna Zhang.  Luckily she 
agreed to re-sign with MJKO, bringing with her a completed degree 
in Early Childhood Studies and a Bachelor in Education.
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COVID made it imperative that MJKO, collectively as a team, needed to reorganize the 
workload and schedules to best suit everyone’s strengths and commitments outside the 
organization.

To summarize 2020, it was a year of transition for the MJKO family. There were a lot of 
challenges, a lot of hurdles that we had to overcome, but we did and we continued to 
serve the youth and community to the best of our abilities. COVID and its protocols 
biggest impact would be the mental toll, not just on MJKO staff, but on everybody, the 
kids, the parents, the guardians, aunties and uncles, the police who support our 
programs, the schools we partner with and our landlord. Our joint mental health issues 
are a result of the uncertainty created by the whole pandemic; the rolling lockdowns; the 
inability to live as you normally would. One of the results for MJKO was that our inbox 
was and is filled daily with messages from our youth asking, “when is the gym going to 
be open?”.

Although MJKO continues to run and operate online, we are not truly doing what we love, 
what we originally set out to do and that’s hard emotionally.  In these uncertain times, we 
are forced to adapt, to overcome and to hope that we can return to “normal” really soon.
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THOUGHTS FROM OUR CLIENT RELATIONS MANAGER
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It feels great to be back at MJKO Boxing working part-time after finishing my University 
studies and Teachers College. I am very grateful to be here and looking forward to work 
in person again, once the pandemic is over. Thank you, Miranda and Ibrahim, for giving 
me this opportunity to work from home. J It’s been super helpful.

As a Client Relations Manager at MJKO, this has definitely been both challenging and 
rewarding times working during the pandemic.  In my role I communicate with families 
and youth regarding volunteer and youth coaching opportunities. I help with social media, 
collecting research for the Shape Your Life project, and the emergency food program. I 
really enjoyed working from home but I miss the social interactions and seeing the kids. 

It has been quite the journey for MJKO as an organization in 2020, transitioning from 
running all boxing programs at the gym to all being online was a big feat. Based on all the 
feedback collected from youth, everyone can’t wait for the gym to reopen. I feel that once 
we are allowed to open back up, our boxing gym will be full of youth. The kids miss 
bobbing and weaving and most importantly, the social interactions with their fellow boxers 
and coaches. It’s great to see that MJKO was able to still run boxing programs online 
despite the pandemic where many places had to either close or shut down entirely due to 
the pandemic. 

MJKO is still going strong, and we are so fortunate that we are able to provide youth with 
over 600 online physical and social classes. It is important to show youth that no matter 
what stands in our way, we will continue to provide programming as much as we can, and 
that we will all come out of this pandemic as a team. 
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MJKO ATHLETES HIRED BY THE CANADIAN OLYMPIC COMMITTEE 
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A group of dedicated MJKO athletes had the amazing experience of being 
hired as “talent” in a Canadian Olympic Committee commercial. All  
athletes were paid for their onset work. Despite the launch of the 
commercial being pushed back due to COVID, the team remain excited to 
see the final cut and are grateful for the memories.
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IN-KIND DONATIONS

Second Harvest - $156,210

Street Knit - $2,000

The Period Purse - $2,216

FOUNDATION GIVING

The Graham Burton Foundation 

The Kopas Family Foundation 

The Robert Kerr Foundation 

Meridian Credit Union (Shaw & 
King), 

Best Buy Leaside

J.P. Bickell Foundation

Gerry Egan Children’s Charity

DONATIONS FROM TORONTO 
FOUNDATION FUNDHOLDERS

Kevin Burke Family Foundation

Geoffrey B. Scott Memorial Fund

Brown-Nusbaum Family Fund

Emergency Community Support 
Fund

Barb and Peter Halsall

“Life is a boomerang. 
What you give, you get.” Anonymous

BIG DONORS

CORPORATE GIVING

Rosenswig McRae and Thorpe LLP
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INDIVIDUAL DONORS
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Aaron Cho Daniel Wise Glenn Cheng Joanne Chan
Adam Ahmed David O'Leary Grace Tsang Joanne Taylor
Ajay Ram Diane Warner Ibrahim Kamal John McQuaker
Amanda Hugessen Donald Morrison Jaimie Burke Jola Sobolak
Brian Godden Dustin Jainaraine James Reid Joseph Concepcion
Bruce Freeman Edward Walsh Janice Mersereau Joseph Handcock
Damon Fabrizi Elom Gnanih Jennifer Wootton Joy Gray-Donald
Camara Chambers Gerry Gray Jeremy Miazga-Grzybek Julie O'Donnell

Kyle Rich Mark Borsboom Nadia Cross Sam Smithers
Laura Mair May Chaaya Maya Ali Shaara Satoskar
Melissa Hicks Melissa Hicks Patricia Jollymore Sophia Duffus
Linh Tran Michael Evans Paula Lawlor Stephen Casterton
Lui Chu Michael Salem Perry Cheung Sylvia Wong
Mahikar Namburi Michael Wasyliw Randy Phipps Talin Mardian
Mandy Ashton Michelle Fletcher Rubia Fossari Tara Power
Marian Oliverrie Miranda C Kamal Saamia Hasan Tenzin Dorjee

Wendy Fabrizi Lego Donors Christmas Gifts

Wing Man Susan Lau Aaron Cho
Yukty Sayka Brian & Patti Jollymore
Zeinab Kamal Cathy Malta
Facebook Donors Jaimie Burke
Shaara Satoskar Mandy Ashton
Annonymous Donor Miranda & Ibrahim Kamal

Morgan Jollymore
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To view our full 2020 Financial Statements, use the following 
link:https://mjko.ca/wp-

content/uploads/2021/03/MJKO_Financial_Statements_2020.pdf
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Total Revenue: $286,330

$76,649

$73,900 

$25,760 

$163,049 

$1,970 $60,418 

Revenue 2020

Government Grants 19%

Corporate Donors 18.5%

Individual Donors 6.5%

In-Kind Donations 40.5%

Other Income (Merchandise,
etc) .5%

Pay for Delivery Services 15%

$391,806

$20,877

Expenses 2020

Charitable Programs (95%)

Administration (5%)

https://mjko.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/MJKO_Financial_Statements_2020.pdf
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MJKO ANNUAL AWARDS
Jeff McRae
MJKO Behind the Scenes Award
This award recognizes individuals who represent a strong, yet unseen force; who 
contribute solid and consistent efforts behind the scenes which have a profound 
positive effect on MJKO.

Father Zbigniew Kozar
MJKO Commitment to Community Award
This award is given to those individuals who by their dedicated efforts, loyal service 
and pleasant personalities help to demonstrate MJKO Community Champion values 
to youth and other community members alike.

Elijah Johnson
MJKO Akeem Francis Inspire Others Award
This award recognizes individuals who through their commitment and personal 
adherence to excellence inspires others to reach their goals.

Maya Ali, Yukty Sakya, Melisa Liu, Aaron Chu, Roma Leonowicz, Lisa Forestell
MJKO Volunteer of the Year 
Presented to individuals who have steadfastly provided exceptional support through 
their time, skills and fundraising activities.

Second Harvest (Team) & Cathy van Ingen, PhD
MJKO Most Valuable Person or Player
The Most Valuable Person Award recognizes individuals who demonstrate punctuality, 
dependability, setting high standards for themselves and encouraging others to do 
likewise. You attempt to be proactive. You’re positive and accepting of others. 
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Board Chair
Brian Jollymore

Treasurer
Sisi Cao

Public Relations/Secretary
Randy Phipps 2014 Volunteer 
Toronto Legacy Award Winner
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Director
Michelle Fletcher

Community Relations Director
P.C. Mark Borsboom 2014 Toronto 
Police Officer of the Year

MJKO’S LEADERSHIP TEAM
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2020 VOLUNTEERS – WE SAY
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Mentoring Juniors Kids Organization
186 Cowan Ave. Basement. Toronto, ON M6K 2N6

info@mjko.ca  (T) 416 886 7390
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